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As might be expected from a book edited by Helen
Hornbeck Tanner, who also edited the Atlas of Great
Lakes Indian History (1987), American Indians are fully
represented in this historical atlas of the diverse peoples who came to inhabit North America. Tanner and
her contributors–including Henry Dobyns, who also
works in American Indian history–feature Indian history
prominently, both in the text and in a series of maps illuminating the distinctiveness of the American Indian experience.

ica into regions, such as Plains, Southwest, Sub-Arctic,
Great Lakes, and so on, oen with the names of many
tribes also shown by location. Rarely are these maps historically accurate because the idea of culture-areas is in
itself ahistorical. It is a composite constructed by anthropologists and indiscriminately synthesizes several hundred years of Indian history. Even those standard maps
that claim to capture a particular point in time–such as
1492 or 1620–usually have errors: the Seminoles appear
as a distinct people residing in Florida, the Ojibways are
e text of the atlas reads much like an abbreviated west of Lake Superior, or the Crows are already in Montextbook for a survey course in American history with tana. ankfully, there is no culture-areas map in Tanan emphasis on cultural diversity. Indeed, this atlas could ner’s atlas.
easily take the place of a textbook but has an added visual
e map that comes closest is one called “Ways of
advantage. Obviously, it has maps (and very innovative life in North America, A.D. 1515,” but it divides regions
maps at that) with clear depictions of migration paerns, much more ﬁnely into “pueblos with intensive horticulethnic selements by regions and neighborhoods, eco- ture” or “tidewater horticulturists” (p. 31). A trace of the
nomic lifeways, and industrial growth. In addition to the culture-areas idea is evident in this map since the agrimaps, the atlas has well-selected photographs, drawings, cultural Iroquois are subsumed under “ﬁshers and wild
and paintings.
rice gatherers” as part of a region usually referred to by
In its mapping of Indian history, the atlas makes sev- culture-area enthusiasts as Eastern Woodlands or Great
eral important advances over the usual maps accompa- Lakes. is map, and a few others, could use even more
nying survey texts. First, Tanner’s choices about what ﬁne-tuning, but this is still one of the best of such maps I
to map make Indian history visible in every century up have seen: the Crows are in southeastern North Dakota,
to the present. Too oen, Indians seem to drop out of the Ojibways are east of Lake Superior, and Florida has
the story of American history, but here there are sev- many Indian peoples but no Seminoles.
eral good maps depicting important developments for
In general, this atlas reﬂects careful eﬀort to demarIndians in the post-World War II period: a map show- cate paerns of Indian migration and selement before
ing urban migration, which identiﬁes cities selected by and aer European contact. ere are several excellent
the Bureau of Indian Aﬀairs for urban relocation in the maps of the mound building cultures and one very use1950s and 1960s, and a contemporary map showing ma- ful map of the major Indian trade routes that existed
jor powwows held across the United States and Canada around 1450. Maps covering the seventeenth through
with 1990-91 population ﬁgures for Indians by state and nineteenth centuries demonstrate the rapidity and exprovince.
tent of European expansion into North America and the
e second and most signiﬁcant achievement of this
atlas is its treatment of Indian history in the period before
and shortly aer the arrival of Columbus. e standard
map one sees in practically any other book on this subject
takes a culture-areas approach and divides North Amer-

consequences for native people. ere is a particularly
interesting map employing the perspective of a ship approaching the eastern seaboard from England, in which
English selements, clustered primarily along the coast
and rivers, are interspersed with Indian towns and the
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earliest Indian reservations. In 1660, quite clearly, Indians and English selers lived close together but in separate communities; they were neighbors. Other maps deal
with Indian removal, the late-nineteenth-century wars in
the West, and the emergence of the reservation system.
is atlas should be especially useful for teachers of
Indian history. While it clariﬁes the process whereby European selement dispossessed Indians of their land and

ways of life, at the same time the text and maps ensure
that readers realize the continuing vitality of Indian communities within contemporary American society.
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